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Abstract
We provide the first examples of minimal free resolutions of monomial ideals which cannot be sup-
ported by any CW-complex. Their existence answers negatively the fundamental question of whether every
monomial ideal admits a minimal cellular resolution.
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1. Introduction
Classifying the minimal free resolutions of monomial ideals in a polynomial ring over a field
is a central open problem in combinatorial commutative algebra. A special class of monomial
free resolutions in which some form of classification is possible are the cellular resolutions,
introduced by Bayer and Sturmfels in [2]. A free resolution F of a monomial ideal M is a cellular
resolution if there exists a CW-complex X such that, the generators of the free modules of F are
in bijection with the cells of X and the differential of F is determined by the cellular boundary
map of X (a precise definition is given in Section 2).
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cellular resolutions can be classified as:
Simplicial resolutions ⊂ Regular cellular resolutions ⊂ CW-resolutions.
The theory of cellular resolutions has been a very active area of research in the last 8 years: In [1]
it is shown that every monomial ideal admits a simplicial resolution (Taylor’s resolution). In [2]
it is shown that every monomial ideal admits a regular cellular resolution (the Hull resolution)
which is minimal in many cases (for example ideals in at most 3 variables), but not in general.
In [3,7] it is shown that virtually all classes of monomial ideals whose minimal free resolutions
are known explicitly have minimal CW-resolutions.
As the class of allowed topological spaces grows (simplicial complexes, regular cell com-
plexes, CW-complexes) more minimal free resolutions can be endowed with one of these
“geometries.” As more and more minimal cellular resolutions are found, the following fundamen-
tal question (see e.g. [7]) becomes very natural: Can every minimal monomial free resolution be
supported by a CW-complex? If this question were answered in the positive, cellular resolutions
would provide an adequate framework for classifying all minimal monomial free resolutions.
In this article we answer this question in the negative. To do so we explicitly describe a
class of examples of minimal monomial free resolutions not supported by any CW-complex.
These examples are constructed using the nearly Scarf ideals of simplicial complexes, a family
of monomial ideals introduced in [9].
Here we show that certain topological properties of a simplicial complex Ω are mirrored by
the minimal free resolution of its Nearly Scarf ideal and in particular that there are topological
obstructions for a nearly Scarf ideal to have a minimal CW-resolution. Our main result is that,
if Ω is a 2-dimensional homology sphere with a contractible universal cover then the minimal
free resolution of the corresponding Nearly Scarf ideal cannot be a CW-resolution. Explicitly
constructing one such homology sphere yields the desired example.
The results in this paper are organized as follows:
• In Section 3 we recall the definition and elementary properties of nearly Scarf ideals. We
find necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of the topology of the associated simplicial
complex, for the minimal free resolution of a nearly Scarf ideal to be a regular cellular
resolution.
• In Section 4 we show that there are minimal CW-resolutions which are not regular in any
characteristic. In particular, the inclusion Regular Cellular resolutions ⊂ CW-resolutions is
strict in all characteristics.
• In Section 5 we show that there are minimal free resolutions that are not supported in any
CW-complex and we explicitly construct a large class of examples: the nearly Scarf ideals
of certain Eilenberg–Maclane spaces.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we establish notation which will be used in the rest of the paper and give a
precise definition of cellular resolution. For more information about cell complexes see [6,8].
If X is a CW-complex denote its n-skeleton by X(n) and the attaching map of its n-
dimensional cell enα by φα :Sn−1 → X(n). Every attaching map can be naturally extended to a
characteristic map Φα :Bn → X(n) with enα = Φα((Bn)◦). X is the disjoint union of its cells
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cellular homology chain complex of X is
C˜(X, k) =
dim(X)⊕
i=0
(⊕
α
keiα
)
with differential
∂
(
eiα
)=∑
β
∂X
(
eiα, e
i−1
β
)
ei−1β .
The symbol ∂X(eiα, e
i−1
β ) denotes the degree of the composition Si−1α → X(i−1) → Si−1β where
the first arrow is the attaching map φα and the second is the quotient map qβ collapsing
X(i−1)\ei−1β to a point. The reduced homology H˜i(X, k) is the ith homology of the above com-
plex. X is a regular cell complex if all its characteristic maps are homeomorphisms. In this case
∂X simplifies to an incidence function which takes only the values {−1,0,1} (see [8] for details
on regular cell complexes).
Let R = k[x1, . . . , xn] be multigraded by letting deg(xi) be the ith basis vector in Nn. We will
identify the monomials in R with their degrees in Nn and order them by a  b iff ai  bi for
all i. A CW-complex X is Nn-graded if there is a function gr : Faces(X) → Nn which is order
preserving.
We now come to the main definition of this section. Let M be a monomial ideal in R and let
FM be an Nn-graded free resolution of R/M .
Definition 1. FM is a cellular resolution if there exists an Nn-graded CW-complex X such that:
(1) For all i  0 (FM)i has a basis eˆi−11 , . . . , eˆi−1j in bijection with the (i − 1)-dimensional cells
of X.
(2) deg(eˆiα) = gr(eiα).
(3) d(eˆiα) =
∑
β ∂
X(eiα, e
i−1
β )x
deg(eˆiα)−deg(eˆi−1β )eˆi−1β .
Definition 2. FM is a CW-resolution, a regular cellular resolution or a simplicial resolution if
the above X can be chosen to be a CW-complex, a regular cell complex or a simplicial complex
respectively.
Note that, if FM is a cellular resolution supported on X, the complex FM ⊗k k[x1, . . . , xn]/
(x1 − 1, . . . , xn − 1) is C˜(X, k).
3. Nearly scarf ideals and cellular resolutions
The Nearly Scarf ideal of a simplicial complex Ω is a monomial ideal with the property that
its minimal free resolution can be described explicitly from the combinatorics of Ω . This fact
is in sharp contrast with other ways of associating monomial ideals to simplicial complexes (for
example Stanley–Reisner ideals or Facet ideals) and will allow us to use topological methods to
construct minimal free resolutions. We briefly recall the definition and basic properties of nearly
Scarf ideals (for proofs see [9] where nearly Scarf ideals were introduced).
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Definition 3. Given a simplicial complex Ω (with more than one vertex) its nearly Scarf ideal JΩ
is the ideal in the ring R = k[{xF : F ∈ Ω, F = ∅}] generated by the monomials mv =∏F /
v xF
as v ranges through the vertices of Ω .
The motivation for this definition is the well-known fact (see Theorem 3.3 in [5]) that the
minimal free resolution of a monomial ideal depends on the lattice of least common multiples of
subsets of its minimal generators (henceforth LCM lattice of M). The ideal JΩ is defined so that
its LCM lattice resembles the face poset of Ω as much as possible. More precisely, if for each
non-empty face G of Ω , mG =∏F ⊇G xF , we have:
(1) For F,G in Ω , mF | mG if and only if F ⊆ G. In particular, if F = G are faces of the same
dimension then mF and mG are incomparable.
(2) The LCM lattice of JΩ is {mF : F ∈ Ω} (i.e. the face poset of Ω) with an additional maxi-
mum element zΩ =∏F∈Ω xF .
Example. Let Ω be a square with vertices {a, b, c, d} and edges e = (d, a), f = (a, b), g =
(b, c), h = (c, d). Each vertex determines a monomial ma = bcdgh, mb = acdeh, mc = abdef ,
md = abcfg and JΩ is the ideal of in k[a, . . . , h] generated by (ma,mb,mc,md). The simplicial
complex Ω and the LCM lattice of JΩ are shown in Fig. 1 (note that the part of the LCM strictly
below zΩ is isomorphic to the face poset of Ω).
The minimal free resolution FΩ of R/JΩ has one generator R(−mF ) for each face F ∈ Ω and
a copy of R(−zΩ) in homological degree i + 2 for each generator of H˜i(Ω, k). More precisely,
FΩ can be constructed via the following steps (see Theorem 6.1 in [9] for a proof).
(1) Given Ω , consider its oriented reduced homology chain complex L
L : 0 C˜D(Ω,k)
∂D · · · C˜1(Ω,k)
∂1
C˜0(Ω,k)
∂0
C˜−1(Ω,k).
kfD kf1 kf0 k
(2) For each i, let hi = dim(H˜i(Ω, k)) and choose a set {q1, . . . , qhi } of cycles whose classes in
ker(∂i)/ im(∂i+1) form a basis.
(3) Define φi : khi → Ker(∂i) by φi(ej ) = qj (where the ej are the canonical basis of khi ).
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(FΩ)i =
( ⊕
F : dim(F )=i−1
R(−mF )
)
⊕R(−zΩ)hi−2
and whose differential ψi is represented by the unique map of multidegree 0 whose matrix
(with respect to the canonical basis in the above direct sum) equals (∂i−1 | φi−2) when we
set all variables appearing in its entries to 1 (see example below).
Thus, ignoring the multigrading, FΩ has the form:
FΩ : · · · → Rf2 ⊕Rh1
(
∂ˆ2 φˆ1
0 0
)
−−−−−→ Rf1 ⊕Rh0 (∂ˆ1 φˆ0)−−−−→ Rf0 ∂ˆ0−→ R
where fi is the number of i-dimensional faces of Ω .
Example. For the square Ω , steps (1), (2), (3) yield the complex:
0 0 k4
⎛⎝ 1 −1 0 00 1 −1 0
0 0 1 −1
−1 0 0 1
⎞⎠
k4
(1,1,1,1)
k.
0 k (1
1
1
1
)
Step (4) gives the minimal free resolution of R/JΩ :
FΩ : 0 R(−zΩ)
( e
f
g
h
)
R(−abcdfgh)⊕
⎛⎝ af −ae 0 00 bg −bf 0
0 0 ch −cg
−dh 0 0 de
⎞⎠
R(−bcdgh)⊕ R.
R(−abcdegh)⊕ R(−acdeh)⊕
R(−abcdef h)⊕ R(−abdef )⊕
R(−abcdefg)⊕ R(−abcfg)⊕
Note that the generators of the free modules of FΩ are in correspondence with the vertices
and edges of the square (in homological degrees 1 and 2 respectively) and that there is one
extra generator R(−zΩ) in homological degree 3 corresponding to the only non-zero reduced
homology of a square.
In the remainder of this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the minimal
free resolution of a nearly Scarf ideal to be a regular cellular resolution. To do so, we will first
describe the differential of FΩ in all multihomogeneous basis.
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matrices:
FΩ : · · · Rf2 ⊕Rh1
( Eˆ2 Fˆ1
0 0
)
Rf1 ⊕Rh0
(Eˆ1 Fˆ0)
Rf0
Eˆ0
R
where Eˆi = Di∂ˆiD−1i+1 for some invertible diagonal matrices Di with entries in k∗.
Proof. Recall that the generators of Rfi have multidegrees mF as F ranges through the i-
dimensional faces of Ω . By property (1) above, any two of these monomials are incomparable
and all of them divide the multidegree zΩ strictly. As a result, any matrix representing a homo-
geneous automorphism:
Rfi ⊕Rhi−1
(D A
0 E
)
Rfi ⊕Rhi−1
must have the above block form where E and D are invertible matrices with coefficients in k and
D is diagonal. Thus any homogeneous change of coordinates leads to a commutative diagram:
. . . Rfi ⊕Rhi−1
( Eˆi Fˆi−1
Jˆi Gˆi
)
Rfi−1 ⊕Rhi−2 . . .
. . . Rfi ⊕Rhi−1
( ∂ˆi φˆi−1
0 0
)
(Di+1 Ai+1
0 Bi+1
)
Rfi−1 ⊕Rhi−2
(Di Ai
0 Bi
)
. . .
which implies that Jˆi = Gˆi = 0 and that Eˆi = Di∂ˆiD−1i+1. 
Theorem 5. FΩ is a regular cellular resolution over k if and only if, for all i, H˜i(Ω, k) can be
generated by cycles whose support is homeomorphic to Si .
Proof. Suppose that the graded regular cell complex X supports FΩ . Then the faces of X whose
degree strictly divides zΩ form a sub-cell-complex isomorphic to Ω (since their face posets must
coincide and regular cell complexes are determined up to homeomorphism by their face poset).
Moreover, there is some choice of basis such that FΩ ⊗k k[xF : ∅ = F ∈ Ω]/(xF − 1: ∅ =
F ∈ Ω) is the cellular homology complex of X. By Lemma 4 this complex must be:
· · ·kf3 ⊕ kh2
( ∂3 F2
0 0
)
kf2 ⊕ kh1
( ∂2 F1
0 0
)
kf1 ⊕ kh0
(∂1 F0)
kf0
∂0
k
where ∂i are the simplicial boundary maps of Ω (for some orientation of the cells).
Since this complex is exact (it is isomorphic to the multidegree zΩ strand of FΩ ) the Fi(ei+1α )
are cycles whose classes in ker(∂i)/ im(∂i+1) form a basis. Moreover, Fi(ei+1α ) is supported in
the image of the attaching map of ei+1α which is homeomorphic to Si since X is a regular cell
complex.
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∑
aj e
i
j supported on
spheres and let X be the regular cell complex obtained from Ω by attaching a new cell on each
of these. We must show that the incidence function η in Ω can be extended so that, for each new
cell en+1α , ∂(en+1α ) =
∑
aj e
n
j since in that case X supports FΩ .
Let η(en+1α , enj ) = aj . If τ is any (n−1) face of en+1α and enj and enk are the cells in the support
of en+1α containing τ we have:
η
(
en+1α , enj
)
η
(
enj , τ
)+ η(en+1α , enk )η(enk , τ)= ajη(enj , τ)+ akη(enk , τ)= 0
where the last equality follows since it is the τ component of the boundary of the cycle
∑
aj e
n
j .
Thus η is an incidence function in X and ∂(en+1α ) =
∑
η(en+1α , enj )e
n
j =
∑
aj e
n
j . 
As an application we show that the minimal free resolution of the nearly Scarf ideal of every
1-dimensional simplicial complex Ω is a regular cellular resolution.
Corollary 6. Let Ω be any finite graph with at least two vertices. Then FΩ is a regular cellular
resolution for all fields k.
Proof. Choose a point pi in each connected component of Ω . Then the cycles pj − p1: j > 1,
form a basis for H˜0(Ω,k) by cycles supported in 0-spheres. Now, assume that Ω is connected
(otherwise repeat the following procedure in each connected component) and let T be any span-
ning tree. For each e /∈ T consider the cycle obtained by concatenating e with the shortest path
in T which joins its endpoints; these cycles form a basis for H˜1(Ω,k) by subcomplexes home-
omorphic to circles (since collapsing T to a point induces a homotopy equivalence between Ω
and a wedge of circles, one for each edge e /∈ T ). By Theorem 5, FΩ is a cellular resolution. 
4. Minimal CW-resolutions which are not regular
It is legitimate to wonder whether the notion of CW-resolution is really necessary. That is,
whether every resolution which can be supported in a CW-complex can also be supported in a
regular cell complex.
There is an obvious restriction: every resolution supported by a regular cell complex must have
all coefficients in its differential matrices in {−1,0,1} for some choice of basis. In Section 5 of
[10] the authors provide an example of a Stanley–Reisner ideal which requires a coefficient of 2
in its minimal free resolution for every choice of basis so this resolution cannot be cellular.
In this section we will show that CW-resolutions are needed even for minimal free reso-
lutions whose only coefficients are 1, 0, −1. In particular we provide examples of minimal
CW-resolutions which are not regular in any characteristic.
Corollary 7. If Ω is any triangulation of the torus (S1 ×S1) then FΩ is a minimal CW-resolution
which is not a regular cellular resolution.
Proof. Any cycle which generates H˜2(Ω,k) = k is supported on Ω so by Theorem 5, FΩ is not
a regular cellular resolution.
On the other hand, FΩ is always a CW-resolution. We will construct a graded CW-complex
X that supports it by attaching the following cells to Ω :
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• A pair of 2-cells e21, e22 identifying their boundary circles to the usual generators of
H˜1(Ω,k) = k2.
• A single 3-cell e3β , attaching its boundary S2β to X(2) via the map shown in Fig. 2 (note that
this map is not injective and hence not a homeomorphism).
Note that ∂X(e3β, e
2
i ) = 0 for i = 1,2 since on the new cells the attaching map of the figure is
either not surjective or fills the cell twice, once with each orientation.
Let gr(F ) = mF for F in Ω and gr(F ′) = zΩ for all the new cells. Note that the boundaries
of the new cells are cycles which generate the homology of Ω and thus that X supports FΩ . 
5. Minimal non-CW monomial resolutions
We will begin with a special case of our main theorem. The proof will serve as motivation
for the constructions in the remainder of the section. Throughout the rest of the paper the term
homology sphere will denote any d-dimensional CW-complex with the homology of Sd . The
results in this section involve 2-dimensional homology spheres with contractible covering spaces.
Their existence is not at all obvious and we will explicitly construct one at the end of the section.
Lemma 8. Let Ω be a 2-dimensional homology sphere with a contractible cover Ω˜ . Then FΩ
cannot be supported in any CW-complex which contains Ω .
Proof. Suppose the contrary and let Z be a CW-complex which supports FΩ . By Lemma 4 the
resolution is (ignoring the grading) of the form
FΩ : 0 → R d3−→ Rf2 d2−→ Rf1 d1−→ Rf0 (mv1 ,...)−−−−−→ R.
Since Z supports FΩ and contains Ω we see that:
• Z is obtained from Ω by attaching a single 3-cell e3α (via some map φα :S2α → Ω).
• d3(eˆ3α) =
∑
β x
deg(eˆ3α)−deg(eˆ2β)∂Z(e3α, e2β)eˆ2β .
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and the following diagram is commutative (for all β):
Ω˜
π
S2α
φα
φˆα
Ω
qβ
S2β.
Applying H2(·, k) we see that (qβ ◦ φα)∗ = 0 (this homomorphism factors through H2(Ω˜, k)
which is 0 since Ω˜ is contractible). Hence ∂Z(e3α, e2β) = 0 for all β and d3 = 0, which contradicts
the fact that FΩ is exact. 
Note that the above argument can be carried out whenever the 2-skeleton of the supporting
complex Z (in this case Ω) admits a covering space with trivial H2. We will show that such cov-
ering spaces exist for every possible supporting complex Z, that is, we will remove the condition
that Z contains Ω . For the rest of this section we will make the following assumptions:
• Ω is a compact two-dimensional simplicial homology sphere with a contractible (universal)
cover π : Ω˜ → Ω .
• Ω˜ is endowed with the simplicial complex structure lifted from Ω via π : Ω˜ → Ω . So in
particular the restriction π1 : Ω˜(1) → Ω(1) is a (normal) covering space.
• For every cell enα in Ω , its closure enα is evenly covered (that is π−1(enα) is a disjoint union
of components mapped homeomorphically via π to enα). In particular the boundaries of the
simplices of Ω are evenly covered.
Note that the last two assumptions are made without loss of generality since they follow from the
unique lifting property of covering spaces (see Proposition 1.34 in [6]).
Lemma 9. Suppose Z supports FΩ and let X = Z(2). Then the following statements hold:
(1) X and Ω have isomorphic chain complexes over k.
(2) X and Ω have isomorphic face posets. In particular their 1-skeletons are identical.
Proof. (1) The standard basis in FΩ and the choice of basis for which X supports FΩ are related
by a homogeneous change of coordinates, that is (according to Lemma 4) a commutative diagram
of the form:
0 R
ψ
Rf2
∂˜Ω2
D2
Rf1
∂˜Ω1
D1
Rf0
(mv1 ,...)
D0
R
0 R
ψ ′
Rf2
∂˜X2
Rf1
∂˜X1
Rf0
(mv1 ,...)
R.
Tensoring with k[x]/(x1 − 1, x2 − 1, . . .) (that is, setting all variables in the matrices to 1 and
replacing R by k) we see that the reduced homology chain complexes of X and Ω over k (the
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matrices and hence isomorphic.
(2) Consider the mapping ρ : Faces(X) → Faces(Ω) given by ρ(F ) = “The unique face F ′ of
Ω with mF ′ = gr(F )” (recall that mF ′ is the product of all faces not containing F ′). This map is a
bijection (since Z supports FΩ ) and is order preserving (since Z is a graded CW-complex). To see
that ρ−1 is order preserving assume F ′ is a codimension 1 face of G′ in Ω , then ∂Ω(F ′,G′) = 0
iff ∂˜Ω(F ′,G′) = 0 iff ∂˜X(F,G) = 0 iff ∂X(F,G) = 0 so F is a face of G. 
The face poset of a CW-complex does not determine its homotopy type (for example a disc and
RP
2 constructed using one cell in each dimension have the same face poset). In fact, the face
poset does not even determine the image of the attaching map of a cell (the image must contain
all the faces of this cell but it may be strictly larger). We can get rid of this nuisance via the
following
Lemma 10. Assume that X is a 2-dimensional CW-complex such that the closure of every 2-cell
contains at least one vertex. Then X is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex X′ with the same
face poset and the same cellular homology complex with the additional property that the image
of the attaching map of every cell in X′ equals the union of its faces.
Proof. Let e2α be any 2-cell attached via φα :S1 → X(1), let Aα be the union of faces of e2α and
note that im(φα) deformation retracts onto Aα (since every edge h with h = h ∩ im(φα) = ∅
must have at least one endpoint in Aα by connectedness of im(φα)). Composing φα with this
deformation retraction we obtain a homotopic map ψα with image Aα .
Let X′ be the CW-complex obtained from X(1) by attaching cells via the maps ψα . Theo-
rem 0.18 in [6] shows that X and X′ are homotopy equivalent. 
Lemma 11. Suppose Z supports FΩ and let X = Z(2). Then there is a covering space
π : X˜′ → X′ with H2(X˜′, k) = 0.
Proof. By Lemmas 9 and 10 the 1-skeletons of X′ and Ω are identical. Thus X′ and Ω are
obtained from Ω(1) by attaching 2-cells via maps {φα} and {ψα} respectively. By Lemma 10 we
can assume that im(φα) = im(ψα); we will denote this triangle in Ω(1) by Tα .
Recall that π1 : Ω˜(1) → Ω(1) is a covering space and that π−11 (Tα) is a disjoint union of
triangles
⊔
g∈G Tαg , each mapped homeomorphically via the restriction π1 :Tαg → Tα (which
we will denote by pαg). Moreover, recall that Ω˜ has the simplicial complex structure lifted from
Ω via π . Thus, Ω˜ is obtained from Ω˜(1) by attaching cells u2αg via the maps ψˆαg = p−1αg ◦ψα for
all α and g.
Define X˜′ as the space obtained from Ω˜(1) by attaching one 2-cell e2αg along each lift φˆαg =
p−1αg ◦φα . Define q : X˜′ → X′ by q(x) = π1(x) for x in Ω˜(1) and by q(x) = x in e2α if x ∈ e2αg for
some g ∈ G. Note that each deck transformation of Ω˜(1) extends to a homeomorphism X˜′ → X˜′
which commutes with q . By construction X′ is the quotient of X˜′ by the group of these extensions
(recall that π1 : Ω˜(1) → Ω(1) is normal) so q : X˜′ → X˜ is a covering space.
Now we will show that H2(X˜′, k) is trivial. For that, let vˆ be any edge of Ω˜(1) and let v =
π1(vˆ). By construction vˆ is a face of e2αg in X˜′ iff it is a face of u2αg in Ω˜ . Moreover, since q
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their projections in X′ and
∂X˜
′(
e2αg, vˆ
)= ∂X′(e2α, v)= D1(v)∂Ω(u2α, v)D2(e2α)−1 = D1(v)∂Ω˜(u2αg, vˆ)D2(e2α)−1
(the second equality follows from Lemma 9).
Thus, defining Dˆ2(u2αg) = D2(u2α)e2αg and Dˆ1(vˆ) = D1(v)vˆ we obtain a commutative dia-
gram:
⊕
kuˆ2αg
∂Ω˜2
Dˆ2
⊕
vˆ
Dˆ1⊕
keˆ2αg
∂X˜
′
2 ⊕
vˆ.
Since H2(Ω˜, k) = 0 and the vertical maps are isomorphisms, ∂X˜′2 is injective and H2(X˜′, k) = 0
as we wanted to prove. 
Theorem 12. Let Ω be a 2-dimensional homology sphere with a contractible cover. Then FΩ is
not a CW-resolution over any field k.
Proof. Suppose the contrary and let Z be a CW-complex which supports FΩ .
FΩ : 0 → R d3−→ Rf2 d2−→ Rf1 d1−→ Rf0 (mv1 ,...)−−−−−→ R.
Let X = Z(2) and note that Z is obtained from X by attaching a single 3-cell e3α via a map
φα :S
2
α → X and that d3(eˆ3α) =
∑
β x
deg(eˆ3α)−deg(eˆ2β)∂Z(e3α, e2β)eˆ2β .
Now, let X′ be the CW-complex constructed from X using Lemma 10 and let g :X → X′ be
a homotopy equivalence.
By Lemma 11, X′ has a covering space with H2(X˜′, k) = 0 so, reasoning as in Lemma 8,
we see that (g ◦ φα)∗ :H2(S2α, k) → H2(X′, k) is the 0 homomorphism and that φα∗ = 0 (since
g∗ is an isomorphism). In particular, this implies that ∂Z(e3α, e2β) = 0 for all β so d3 = 0 which
contradicts the exactness of FΩ . 
In the remainder of the section we construct a simplicial complex Ω satisfying the hypotheses
of Theorem 12. The main idea is the observation that the universal cover of Ω is contractible iff
Ω is the K(G,1) space of some group G. As a result our question becomes one about groups
and we can address it with the tools of geometric group theory.
Our building block for Ω is the presentation complex of Higman’s Group (introduced by Hig-
man as an example of a finitely generated infinite simple group). This space has trivial homology
groups and trivial higher homotopy groups. Intuitively we can think of it as a “disc.” By gluing
two “discs” together we will construct the desired homology sphere Ω .
Definition 13. Given a presentation of a group by generators and relations G = 〈gα|rβ〉 its pre-
sentation complex is obtained from
∨
α S
1 by attaching 2-cells e2β along the loops specified by
the words rβ .
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The following lemma is proven in [4, pp. 347–348]:
Lemma 14. For the following presentation of Higman’s Group:
H = 〈a, b, c, d: a[b, c], b[c, d], c[d, a], d[a, b]〉
the presentation complex D is a K(H,1).
Lemma 15. Consider the group
T = 〈a1, . . . , d1, a2, . . . , d2: ai[bi, ci], . . . , di[ai, bi], a1a−12 , i = 1,2〉
and let Ω be its presentation complex. Then
(1) T is the amalgamated product of two copies of Higman’s group along a free subgroup.
(2) K(T ,1) = Ω so Ω has a contractible (universal) cover.
(3) H˜0(Ω,Z) = H˜1(Ω,Z) = 0 and H˜2(Ω,Z) = Z.
Proof. (1) Since K(H,1) is finite-dimensional, no element of H has finite order. Let H1 and
H2 be two copies of Higman’s group with generators a1, . . . , d1 and a2, . . . , d2 respectively, then
T = H1 ∗Z H2 where Z corresponds to the subgroup generated by ai in Hi . (2) Follows from
(1) and Theorem W in [4]. (3) Since Ω is connected, H˜0(Ω,Z) = 0. Moreover π1(Ω) = T so
H˜1(Ω,Z) = 0 (since the abelianization of T is trivial). Finally a cellular homology computation
shows that H˜2(Ω,Z) = Z so Ω is a homology sphere. 
A triangulation of Ω (with 23 vertices, 141 edges and 120 faces) is schematically drawn in
Fig. 3(b), it consists of eight pentagons (triangulated as in Fig. 3(a)) whose edges are identified
according to the labels (all vertices of all pentagons in Fig. 3(b) are identified to a single ver-
tex V ). The corresponding nearly Scarf Ideal JΩ lies in the ring k[x1, . . . , x284] and is minimally
generated by 23 monomials. By Theorem 12 its minimal free resolution is not a CW-resolution.
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